The Fully Probabilistic Design (FPD) suggests a probabilistic description of the closed control loop behaviour as well as desired closed-loop behaviour. The optimal control strategy is selected as the minimiser of the Kullback-Leibler divergence of these distributions. The approach yields: (i) an explicit minimiser with the evaluation reduced to a conceptually feasible solution of integral equations; (ii) a randomised optimal strategy; (iii) a proper subset of FPDs formed via standard Bayesian designs; (iv) uncertain knowledge, multiple control goals, and optimisation constrains be expressed in the common probabilistic language. It implies: (i) an easier approximation of the dynamic programming counterpart; (ii) the optimal strategy is naturally explorative; (iii) the goals-expressing ideal distribution can be, even recursively, tailored to the observed closed-loop behavior; (iv) an opportunity to automatically harmonise knowledge and goals within a flat cooperation structure of decentralised task.
